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Abstract

This investigation identified feeling-expectation discrepancies (i.e., the momentary mismatch between emotional expectations and felt emotions) as a key mechanism in the emotional labor process. This study demonstrated that the event-level customer difficulties and person-level perceptions of emotional display rules were antecedents of event-level feeling-expectation discrepancies. Additionally, the relationship between customer difficulty and feeling-expectation discrepancies was stronger when display rules to hide negative emotions were high and when display rules to express positive emotions were low. High levels of feeling-expectation discrepancies were associated with higher emotional exhaustion, higher felt inauthenticity, lower perceptions of customer satisfaction, and lower objectively measured job performance. Further, the effects of feeling-expectation discrepancies on felt inauthenticity and perceived customer satisfaction were stronger when employees surface acted at high levels compared to low levels. This study extends theory by providing the first empirical evidence that a discrepancy mechanism found in more general theories of self-regulation is operating in the emotional labor process.
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